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On the Existence of Algebraically Closed
Algebraic Extensions
By Tsuyoshi FUJIWARA
The existence of algebraically closed algebraic extensions of an
A-algebraic system has been discussed by K. Shoda, in his paper [1],
under the assumption that A-algebraic systems satisfy the fundamental
conditions I, II, III and IV. He has obtained the following result: In
order that there exists an algebraically closed algebraic extension of an
A-algebraic system 31, it is necessary and sufficient that 31 satisfies the
following three conditions:
a) If 33 is an algebraic extension of 91, and (£ is an algebraic
extension of 33, then K is an algebraic extension of 21.
b) If 33 is an algebraic extension of SI, and a is algebraic over 33,
then 33 (#) is an algebraic extension of 33.
c) If S3 is an algebraic extension of 31, then each polynomial f(x)
of S3(#) has a splitting system.
However, it seems to the writer that there is little difference be-
tween the existence of algebraically closed algebraic extensions and the
condition c), and that the conditions I, II, III and IV are not essential
regarding such a problem. The main purpose of the present paper is
to prove the following theorem:
Theorem. In order that there exists an algebraically closed algebraic
extension of an A-algebraic system 31, it is sufficient that 31 satisfies the
following three conditions:
(A) // 33 is an algebraic extension of SI, and K is an algebraic
extension of S3, then (£ is an algebraic extension of 31.
(B) Let 33 be an algebraic extension of 31, and K an extension of 23
which is generated by S3 and elements a, β, ••• . //(£ has no ^-polynomial-
congruence, and the elements a, βy ••• are algebraic over 33, then (£ is an
algebraic extension of S3.
(C) Let 33 and (£ be algebraic extensions of SI, and let 33 be contained
in (£. // 33 is %-isomorphic to E, then 33~(£.
In this theorem, only the sufficient condition is obtained. However,
the foundation of the existence of the algebraically closed algebraic
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extension and the substance of the condition c) will come to be clear
by this theorem and its proof.
The writer wishes to express his best thanks to Prof. K. Shoda for
his kind encouragement and advice during the preparation of the
present paper.
§ 1. Terminology, notations and some lemmas. First we shall
explain terminology and notations which will be used in the following.
Let Si be a subsystem of an ^.-algebraic system S3—hereafter the
system V of unitary compositions and the family A of composition-
identities will be fixed—then 93 is called an extension of SI. A congruence
θ of 93 is called an ^-polynomial-congruence, if #ΦO and there are no
distinct elements in 31 which are congruent modulo θ. For oc9β9 «*e93,
we denote by 3I(#, β, • ••) the subsystem of 93 generated by 31 and
a, β, .. . An element a is said to be algebraic over SI if there is no
Sl-polynomial-congruence of 3I(α:), and 93 is called an algebraic extension
of 31 if each element in 33 is algebraic over SI. SI is said to be
algebraically closed if any element which is algebraic over 31 belongs to
31. Let 93 and (£ be two extensions of 31. If there exists an isomor-
phism or a homomorphism of 93 onto (£ such that each element in SI is
fixed, then we say that (£ is ^-isomorphic or ^ί-homomorphic to 93, and
9ί 31
write 93 ^ K or 93^>(£. Let 93 be an extension of 31, and θ a congruence
of 93. Then #(31) denotes the congruence of 31 naturally defined by θ.
We denote by ^(xl9 x29 •••) the free A-product of an A-algebraic
system 31 and free elements (symbols) x19 x2y ••• . Then an 3I-polynomial-
congruence π of 31 (j^, x29 •••) is called a polynomial of 3H(xί9 x2y •-).
Let P(Xι,x2, ) be a set of relations (identities) P(xί9x29 ) which
defines a polynomial π of *Ά(x19 x29 •••), then P(xlf x2, •••) is called a
system of polynomial relations of π. If P(x19 x29 •••), P'(XI, x29 " )9 ••• are
all the systems of polynomial relations of a polynomial n of the free
^-product 31^ !, x2, •••), then the set-union P*(xl9 x29 •• ) = P(x19 x29 - - )V
P'(xl9x29 " O V " " is> of course, a system of polynomial relations of the
polynomial π . Such a system P*(x19 x2, •••) is called a /#// system of
polynomial relations of the polynomial π . The residue class system of
SI( !^, ΛΓ Z , •••) modulo π is denoted by 31 ,^ x29 --)/π or SI^, Λr2, •••)/
P(XI> x2> •••)• Moreover let 93 be an extension of 31, and elements
3ί
aly a2y ... belong to 93. If SI(^, ΛΓ Z , " ) / P ( x 1 9 x2, •••)-2;SI(^ 1, α^, •-) by the
mapping xl-^cx19 x2->a2, ••• , we say that the elements aί9 a2, ••• satisfy
the system Pfo, jr2, ••-), and write P[^, <^2, •••]. In particular, if TT is a
maximal polynomial of SI^, x2y •••), it is, of course, clear that P[^, Λ2, •••]
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a
means that 31 fo, JC2, •• ) / P ( x 1 9 x2, " ) = Sί(^ι, <*2> •••) by the mapping
γ _ ^ /y -v _ >/y ...
•ΊΊ *-*! > Λ/2 ^*-*2 >
Finally we denote by ω
Λ
 the initial ordinal number corresponding
to the cardinal number K
Λ
. Moreover, when a set of ordinal numbers
is used, we always use a well-ordered set by the order of ordinal
numbers. For example, if {μ
v
|l<lv<iω
Λ
} is a set of ordinal numbers,
then the order of μ
v
 satisfies that v
x
<[v2 implies
Lemma 1. For any polynomial π of the free A-product ^i(x19x2, •••),
there exists a maximal polynomial φ containing π.
Proof. Let P be the partially ordered set consisting of all poly-
nomials containing π. And let τr1 < ?r2 <1 <1 πι : <; - - - be any subchain
of P. Then it is clear that ψ = \Jπ. is a congruence of ^i(x19 x29 •••)•
Moreover ψ is a polynomial. Because, if ψ is not a polynomial, then
Ψthere are distinct elements a, b in 3ί such that a~b. Hence there
exists π. such that a~b. This contradicts the assumption that τr, is a
polynomial. Hence any subchain of P has an upper bound. Therefore
P has a maximal element φ by Zorn's Lemma, i.e. there exists a maximal
polynomial φ containing TT.
Lemma 2. Let P(xl, x2, ••• ,#M) fo <z system of polynomial relations
of a polynomial π of the free A-product 31 (j^, x2, ••• , Λ:M), wfer£ w w ^
^«ί7^ number. Let λ0 έ^ 56>m^ transfinίte ordinal number, and Π0 # cow-
gruence of the free A-product *Ά(x
v
\ 1 ^ v<^λ0) which is defined by all the
relations of
( * ) P(xVl, *v2> ••• ^vj /or 0// ^i, y 2 > ••• > »n satisfying
// Π0 is a polynomial of ^i(xv l<Lv<^λ0), then for any ordinal number \
which is larger than ny the congruence ^ of the free A-product
Sί^ll^v^Xj) which is defined by all the relations of
(**) P(Xvl9 *v2, ••• , Xvn) for all v19 v2y ••• , vn satisfying
ί5 α polynomial of ^(x
v
\\<
Proof. Suppose that I^  is not a polynomial. Then there exist
distinct elements a, b in 31 such that a~b. And a~b means that we
can reach from a to by using some finite number of relations of (**) in
3l(jr
v
 l^XX), i.e. using in a free A-product 3l(jt:Ml, ΛΓμ 2, ••• , ΛrμJ of 31
and some finite elements x^, Xμ,2, ••• , XIIM in {xv\l<*v<^\}. Hence we
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have a~b> using the relations of (*) in ^ί(xl9 x2y ••• , xm). This contra-
dicts the assumption.
Lemma 3. Let p0 be an ordinal number, and Pp(x19 x29 -•• ,xn+1) a
system of polynomial relations of a polynomial π? of the free A-product
21 (#ι, x29 ••• , xn+1) for all p satisfying I^p<^/o0, where n is a finite
number. Let λ0 be some ordinal number which is infinitely larger than
PO, and Π0 a congruence of the free A-product 3l(*v| l<u<^\) which is
defined by all the relations of
( % ) Pp(Xp, xVl, Xv2, , XVH) for all p,»19v2, , vn satisfying
and
// Π0 is a polynomial of §l(#v|l<Iι;<^λ0), then for any ordinal number \
which is larger than n+\, the congruence H of the free A-product
3ί(Λ;
v
|l <X^λj) which is defined by all the relations of
(##) Pp(xp, *Vl, xV2, -•• , xvn) for all p,v19v2, , vn satisfying
and
is a polynomial of
Proof. Suppose that Πj is not a polynomial. Then there exist
distinct elements a, b in SI such that a~b. And a~b means that we
can reach from a to by using some finite number of relations of (##) in
3ί(Λ:
v
|l <v<X), i.e. using in a free Λ-product 3t(jrμι, x^2 , ••• , x^J of
2t and some finite elements Xμl9 Xμ,2, ••• , x*m in (xv l<^v<^\}. Hence we
have fl~£, using the relations of (if) in $L(x19 x2, ••• , ΛΓP O, ΛΓP O + I, ••• , #Po+«-ι).
This contradicts the assumption.
Lemma 4. L ί^ 51 be an A-algebraic system satisfying the conditions
(A) and (B). // there exists no algebraically closed algebraic extension
of 31, then for any ordinal number ξ there exists a chain of algebraic
extensions of Sί as follows :
si =
where Stμ=\/2ϊv *"/ A
6
 ^ ^ //m/Y ordinal number, and Sίμ^
v<rμ
Proof. We can easily obtain this lemma, using the transfinite
induction.
§ 2. Proof of Theorem. We can easily prove our theorem by the
following two lemmas :
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Lemma 5. Assume that an A-algebraic system 31 satisfies the condi-
tion (B). Then 21 does not satisfy the condition (C) // there exists a
congruence Φ of the free A-product Sί^  I<ίi<^ω0) such that Φ = \J Φn>
n<£°°
where Φ
n
 satisfy the following conditions :
1) ΦM is a polynomial of 3I(#Z-|1 <l/<^ω0) which is defined by all the
relations of F
n
(xil9 xίz, ••• , xin) for all ily i2, ••• , /„ satisfying 1^Ί<J2<
••'Όw^^o* where F
n
(xly x2, ••• , xn) is a system of polynomial relations
of a maximal polynomial φ
n
 of the free A-product 31 (j^, x2, ••• , xn)
2) Φ*^ΦW+1 for all n.
3) Any x{ is not congruent to any element in 31 modulo Φ x.
4) // ίφy, then x£ and Xj are not congruent modulo Φ2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists such a congruence Φ of
3I(#,|1 <:/<^ω0). First we shall show that Φ is a maximal polynomial of
Sl(#, |1 <l/<Cωo) It is clear that Φ is a polynomial, since Φ = V / Φ « >
w<Όo
and Φ!<ίΦ2<l ••• <Φn<^ ••• is a chain of the polynomials. If Φ is not
maximal, then there exists a polynomial ψ of 31(^11 <l/<^ω0) which
properly contains Φ, and hence there exists a relation g(xil9 xi2, ••• , #/„)
of ψ , which is not derived from the relations of Φ. The polynomial
of <&(xil X{2, •- , xin) defined by all the relations of Fn(xiιy xiz, ••• , xin)
and the relation g(xil , Λr f 2 , ••• , #/M) properly contains the polynomial of
*Ά(xil9 xiz, -" , ΛΓ/Λ) defined by all the relations of FH(xil9 xi2, ••• , Λ:^). This
contradicts the assumption that F
n
(x19 x2> -' , xn) is the system of poly-
nomial relations of the maximal polynomial φ
n
 of SI^, x2, ••• , Λ:W).
Now we shall prove that SI(α:. | l^/<^ω0) is an algebraic extension
of 31, where Sί(α:.|l^/<ω0) is A-isomorphic to §I(^|l^/<ω0)/Φ by
the mapping xi-^ai. Since Φ is the polynomial of ^(xf\ l^/<Cωo) and
F j^t:,-) is a system of polynomial relations of a maximal polynomial of
Sί(:r,), it is easily obtained that
a
Hence α:f. is algebraic over 31. Since Φ is a maximal polynomial of
3I(#Z-| l<i/<Cωo)> and ΛZ is algebraic over 2ί, it is easily varified that
3I(α: |l^/<^ω0) is an algebraic extension of 31 by the condition (B).
Next we shall show that 21(^-1 2 <l/<^ω0) is 3l-isomorphic to
a
2IK l^i'Oo). It is clear that 3lK.|l^/<ω0)^3ί(^.|2^/<ω0) by the
mapping #,—»<*,•+!. Moreover this 3ί-homomorphism is an 31-isomorphism,
since Φ is a maximal polynomial of 3l(#t |l <I/<^ω0)
Finally we shall show that 3l(^ |l^/<^ω0) properly contains
3ί(tf.|2^/<ω0). Suppose that oίl=f(a2> •-. , an). Then we get 0,=
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f(a3y • •. , an+1), since 2l(rt;|2 <j<^«0) is Sl-isomorphic to 2l(α, | l^/<Cωo)
Similarly we get <^=/(tf3, ••• , tfw+1), since 21(^1 ί = l or 3<j<Cω0) is
21-isomorphic to 21(^1 !<:/<^ω0). Hence al = a2. On the other hand,
2IK, ^2)^§ί(^, jg/ΦίSlte, x2))=3L(xί, x2)/F2(x19 x2),
since Φ is a polynomial of 21(^11 <:/<^ω0), and F2(x19 x2) is the system
of polynomial relations of the maximal polynomial φ2 of 3i(x19 x2). Hence
x1 and x2 are congruent modulo Φ2. This contradicts the condition 4).
Now, it is obvious that 21 does not satisfy the condition (C), by the
existence of the above-mentioned algebraic extensions 2I(#I | 1 <l/<^ω0) and
2ίK |2^*<ω0).
Lemma 6. Let 21 be an A-algebraic system satisfying the conditions
(A) and (B). // there exists no algebracally closed algebraic extension of
21, then there exists such a congruence Φ i.e. such polynomials ΦM of
2ί(#, |l <I/<Cωo) as in Lemma 5.
Proof. Let M
n
 be the set consisting of all the full systems of
polynomial relations of all the maximal polynomials of the free ^-product
2ί(#ι, x2, " , x^y and M= \J Mn. Moreover let KΛ be an infinite cardinal
«<Όo _
number which is larger than M, and X
β
 a cardinal number which is
larger than X** .
( I ) Existence of Φ1 . By Lemma 4, there exists an algebraic exten-
sion of 21, which is adjoined with X
β
 elements not contained in 21. Let
A0={aμ\'L<Lμ<^ωβ} be the well-ordered set consisting of the above Kβ
elements. We define an equivalence relation Θ of A0 as follows : oc{
and cίj are eqivalent under 0, if and only if 2I(tf.) and 2ί(rty) are 21-
isomorphic by the mapping a{-^ajy i.e. there exists a full system
P1(x1)eM1 such that P1[_ai'] and P^tf/]. Since M^^ΌjB, there exists
at least one class A— {°kj l^y \ωβ}, whose cardinal number is X
β9
of the classification of A0 defined by the above equivalence relation θ.
Hereafter, we simply denote by Al= {#v|l <^<^ω/3} the class A1 =
{aμ.
v
\l<Lv<^ω
β
}. And let F^(x^ be the full system of polynomial rela-
tions of a maximal polynomial φ1 which determines the class Al . Then
it is clear that
[*] PI[<*/] for all i satisfying l<±i<^ω
β
.
Now we shall define a congruence Φ
x
 of 2Ϊ(#,|1 <lz'<^ω0), using the
above full system F^x^^M^. Since ^L(Aj) is an algebraic extension of
21 satisfying [*], it is verified that Φi is a polynomial by Lemma 2.
1
Since 5ϊ(j:
ί
)/Φl(8l(Λ:, )) = a(^)//;ιl(^) = Sί(Λf.) and CL& 21, it is clear that any
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Xι is not congruent to any element in §1 module Φ l β
(II) Existence of Φ2. First we shall define an equivalence relation
θ»
Λ
 = f\θμt(\<Ltμ<^ωώ of AI such that 0μ are defined in the following
fashions : The equivalence relation Θ1 is defined as follows : a{ and cίj
are equivalent under Θ19 if and only if Sl^, α, ) and 2l(^, <*y) are
2l-isomorphic by the mapping α^-x^ and αf -»«,-, i.e. there exists a
fall system Pafe, x2)£M2 such that P2[^, αj and P2[X, αy] Let
A,«= {<*«!, <2/c2, •••} be classes of the classification defined by θlu Then
Θ2 is defined as follows : aκ. and αvy are not equivalent under Θ2 if
/cΦ/c', and αK|. and <*κ are equivalent under Θ2 if and only if 5l(^Kl, <*«,-)
and 2l(#Kl, <**.) are Sl-isomorphic by the mapping α^-x^ and oίκi -* <xκ . ,
i.e. there exists a full system P2(x19 x2)£M2 such that P2[tfKl, tfj and
PjJ/^, tf
κ
.]. Moreover, if μ is not a limit ordinal number, then #μ is
determined from ^μ_! in the same fashion that Θ2 is determined from Θ1
as above mentioned, and if μ is a limit ordinal number, then #μ = /^\ 0V .
v^μ
Now, since the number of all classes of the classification of Al
defined by θ
ωoύ
 is smaller than K
β
, there exists at least one class B
consisting of Kβ elements. Let Bμ= {a^w, oίK2^y ••-} be the class con-
taining B, of the classification defined by #μ, and let P2,μ,(xly x2)£M2 be
the full system of polynomial relations of a maximal polynomial which
determines the class Bμ,+1. Then the set {<*KιW|l ^ l/^ωj satisfies that
[#] P2,μ[α'κ1cμ.), αζcl0o] for all /Λ, v satisfying !^^<^<ωΛ.
Now we define a classification of {P2,μ(#ι> Λ:2)} by the equality of systems
of polynomial relations. Since M2<^KΛ, there exists at least one class
consisting of K
Λ
 systems of polynomial relations :
Γ2(Xl , X2) = ί2,^\Xl ί X2I == l2,V<2\X\ > Xd ==•••= P2,μv(^l > -^2) = ' ' * .
Corresponding to {P2,μv(#ι, ^2)} > we define a subset ^42 of the set
α5} as follows:
Hereafter, we simply denote by A2= {ΛV | l^^<^ωα} the subset -4s =
R^
v
:>|l:^<«vK Then by [#] it is verified that
[**] Fz[.aiy aj} for a11 ^ "^ satisfying 1^/^ ^ω,,.
Now we shall define a congruence Φ2 of ^Ά(xt ; |1 <J/<^ω0), using the full
system F2(#!, Λ:2)€M2 of polynomial relations of a maximal polynomial
9?2 of *Ά(x
ί9 x2). Since 5I(^2) is an algebraic extension of SX satisfying
[**], Φ2 is a polynomial by Lemma 2. And we get Φi<;Φ2, since
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F2(xiy Xj) contains F^x,) and Fλ(Xj). Moreover, since ^i(xi9 */)/Φ2(Sί(#/, Xj))
91
= 2l(*,., Xj)/F2(xi9 Xj) s* SIK , cί3) for all ι , y satisfying I^i<y<ω0>
#f and JtΓy are not congruent modulo Φ2 if / 4=y.
(Ill) Existence of Φ3. A congruence -ψΊ of the free A-product
is defined by all the relations of
\ jFzto , #y) for all ί, y satisfying l<
Then it is evident that ^ is a polynomial of §l(#μ| l<Lμ<^ωβ) by
Lemma 2, since Φ2 is a polynomial of 21(^1 1 <:/<^ω0). Hence there exists
a maximal polynomial ΨΊ* containing ^  by Lemma 1. By the condition
(B), »ι==2l(Λμ|l^/*<>β) which is Sl-isomorphic to 2l(#μ|l ^μ<ωβ)/γ*
by the mapping #μ-»αrμ is an algebraic extension of SI, since ΨΊ* is a
maximal polynomial and αrμ is algebraic over §1. And we get <#μφtfv
if μφv, since F2[tfμ, #v] for all /*, ^ satisfying 1 <iμ<Cy<Cω/3 Putting
31! = 21(0!), we have <^1 = <Ά1(oίμι l<^μ<^ωβ) . Thus, in the same fashion
as in the proof of the existence of F2(xly x2) in (II), we obtain that
there exist a full system P3>1(xly x2) x3) e M3 and a subset {tfμv|l<^<Cω*}
of {<Xμ|l<Cμ<Cωβ} such that P3,ι[<*ι, αfe,., oμy] for all /, y satisfying
K^/ ^ y^ω^. And it is clear that P3ll(x19 x^ Xj) contains F2(xl9 xf),
F2(xly Xj) and F2(xi9 Xj).
Next, a congruence ^2 of the free A-product ^Ά(xμ\l^μ<^ωβ) is
defined by all the relations of
PS,I(XI> Xi> Xj) for all ί, y satisfying !</<y<ω
β
.
Then, it is verified that ^2 is a polynomial of 3i(Xv,\l<Lp<^o)ft) by
Lemma 3, since the congruence of 3l(#
v
|l <χ^ωj defined by all the
relations of P3,ι(#ι> ^/> ^y) for all i, y satisfying !<C2<Cy<CωΛ is a poly-
nominal of 2l(Λ:v|l^^<CωΛ) Hence there exists a maximal polynominal
ψ2* containing ^2 by Lemma 1. By the condition (B), 932 = 3I(α:μ| l^/O^
which is Sl-isomorphic to 2l(jrμ |l^/A<^ω/ ϊ)/ψ 2* by the mapping Xμ^oίμ,
is an algebraic extension of 21, since ^2* is a maximal polynomial and tfμ is
algebraic over 21. Moreover αμΦ#v for all μ, u satisfying l<^μ<^v<^<θβ.
If we put 2i2 = 2l(o^) and S32* = 2I2(αμ|2<)t6<ωβ), then, in the same
fashion as in the proof of the existence of F2(x19 x2) in (II), we obtain
that there exist a full system <P3,2(#ι, x2J x3)£M3 and a subset
{αχJ2O<ω
α
J of {oμ|2</^<ωβ} such that P3>2[>2, oμ., αμy] for all
i, y satisfying 2<i<y<ω
β
.
Next, a congruence ψ3 of the free A-product
defined by all the relations of
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ZΛ(XI > *ί> Xj) for all /, j satisfying l<ί</<ω
β
,
3,2(*2> #ί> #/) for all ί, j satisfying
Then ψ
 3 is a polynomial of 31 (#μ l<lμ<Cωβ) by Lemma 3, since the
congruence of 3l(r
v
 1 1 <^<Cωα;) defined by all the relations of P3tl(xlf X;, Xj)
for all ί, y satisfying lΌ'Ό'^®* an(^ ^3,2(^2, #•, #y) for all /, j
satisfying 2<^i<^j<^ω
a
 is a polynomial of Sί(#v|l^y<CωΛ) Hence there
exists a maximal polynomial 3^* containing ψ3. By the condition (B),
S8 = Sl(Λf*|l^/*<Cωβ) which is 3X-isomorphic to ^Ά(Xμ,\ί<μ<^ωβ)/^ by
the mapping Xμ-+oίμ is an algebraic extension of SI, And α^Φα^
for all μ, v satisfying l<X><ω
β
. Let 3I3 = SX(α:3) and 233* =
Sl3(^μ|3<^^<^ω
β
). Then there exist a full system Pg.gta, Λ:2, ΛΓ 3)GM 3 and
a subset {αμ
v
 3<v<>
Λ
} of {^μ|3</^<ω
β
} such that P3,3[>3> ^  , αμy]
far all /, j satisfying 3<^i<^j<^ω
Λ
.
Now, let μ0 be any ordinal number which is smaller than ωa. If
all the full systems P3lμ.(xί9 x2, Λ:3)GM3 (l<Lμ<^μo) are determined, then
a full system P3lμ0(Xι, x2> x^^-M^ is also determined in the following
fashion: A congruence ^μo of the free Λ-product Sl(#μ|l <lμ<^ωβ) is
determined by all the relations of
P*.*(χι» x» x?> for a11 P> *> J satisfying
and
Then the congruence ψ>0 is a polynomial of 3l(Λ:μ|l^/^<^ωβ). Because,
if μ0 is not a limit ordinal number, then it is clearly obtained that -ψ>0
is a polynomial in the same fashion as in the case of ^2 or ^3, and if
μ0 is a limit ordinal number, then ^0 is a polynomial also, since
^
0==%y ^ ' and ^^^2= '" =^^ *" ^<^o) is a chain of the poly-
nomials of 3ί(#μ|l <lμ<Cωβ). Therefore a full system P3^0(#i, x2> xj £M3
is determined in the same fashion that P3il(#ι, xz> xj, ^3.2(^1 > ^2, *3)> •••
are determined. Thus, it is verified that there exist full systems
P3itL(xly x2, x3)eM3 (!<Lμ<^ωΛ) and an algebraic extension S3ωα} =
of §ϊ such that
[##] ^P3,μ[^, «, , Λy] for all μ, i, j satisfying
and
We now define a classification of {P3lμ(#ι, Λ:2, Λ:3)} by the equality of
systems of polynomial relations. Since M3<^Xa, there exists at least
one class consisting of K* systems of polynomial relations :
=r
 * 3,
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Corresponding to {P3lμ,^(Xι, x2, *3)}> we define a subset A3 of the set
as follows:
Hereafter, we simply denote by A, = [a
v
\ !<Lv<^ω
Λ
} the set A,=
j. Then, by [##], it is easily verified that
[***] F3[tff , tfy, tfj for all ί, y, * satisfying l^
Now we shall define a congruence Φ3 of 31(^11 <l/<^ω0), using the full
system F3(x19 x2> x3) £M3 of polynomial relations of a maximal polynomial
φz of 3l(#i, #2, #3). Since Sl(Aj) is an algebraic extension of 31 satisfying
[###], Φ3 is a polynomial by Lemma 2. And we get Φ2<LΦ3, since
F3(xi9 Xj, xk) contains F2(xiy Xj), F2(xiy xk) and F2(xj9 xk).
(IV) Existence of Φ
n
. Suppose the existences of the full systems
Fito), F2(xl9 x2)9 ••• , ^-1(^ 1, ^2> •" > ^«-ι) Then we can prove the existence
of ΦM in the almost same fashion as in the proof of the existence of Φ3 .
§ 3. Some remarks. It is, of course, clear that the above-mentioned
theorem is a generalization of the existence theorem of an algebraically
closed algebraic extension of a field. Moreover, we shall show that the
following corollary which has been obtained in [3] is also obtained
from our theorem :
Corollary. // any extension of an A-algebraic system Si satisfies the
fundamental conditions /, /// and IV, and the condition that each sub-
system is normal, then there exists an algebraically closed algebraic
extension of 8ί.
This corollary is easily obtained by the following lemmas :
Lemma 7. // any extension of 31 satisfies the fundamental conditions
I and IV, and the conditions that each subsystem is normal, then 31
satisfies the following condition :
(B*) Let S3 be an algebraic extension of SI. // an extension K of 93
has no ^-polynomial-congruence, then K is an algebraic extension of 33.
Proof. Suppose that & is not an algebraic extension of 93. Then
there exists a splitting extension @ of S3 which is contained in (£. And
@ has a 33-polynomial-congruence θ. Now let 5Jί be a normal subsystem
of @ corresponding to θ. Then it is clear that a congruence of K
whose normal subsystem is 31 is a 33-polynomial-congruence of (£.
This contradicts the assumption.
On the Existence of Algebraically Closed Algebraic Extensions 33
Lemma 8. The condition (B*) implies the conditions (A) and (B).
Proof. It is clear that (B*) implies (B). Hereafter we shall prove
that (B*) implies (A). Let θ be any congruence of &. Then θ is not
a SB-polynomial-congruence, since (£ is an glgebraic extension of S3.
Hence #(23) is not an ^-polynomial-congruence, since 33 is an algebraic
extension of SI. Hence θ is not an Sϊ-polynomial-congruence of (£.
Therefore, (£ is an algebraic extension of 31 by the condition (B*).
Lemma 9. // any extension of SI satisfies the fundamental conditions
/, /// and IV, and the condition that each subsystem is normal , then SI
satisfies the condition (C).
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Proof. Suppose that 93 ^(£ and SBCK. Let a be any element in
(£, and let β be an element in SB corresponding to a by the isomorphism
2ί 9ί
33 ^(£. Then it is clear that SI(α) ^SI(/5), and there exists a maximal
polynomial f(x] of 3ί(#) such that *Ά(a) = 31 (#)//(#). Hence tf and β are
roots of f(x), and hence we get 31(0:)= 3X(β) by Shoda's Lemma in [3].
Accordingly 33 3 a, i.e. 33 ^ (£. Therefore 33 = (£.
REMARK. The theorem in [2] is obtained by Lemma 9, without
the assumption with respect to the operator ring.
(Received March 24, 1956)
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